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any relevant comparative literature, whether Jewish or Greco-Roman. Also, on major textual cruxes,
Fitzmyer does relatively well at presenting the options, though one should not expect a firm ‘right
answer’ from him. While I would not recommend this commentary if a student or minister could only
have one resource on 1 Corinthians, nevertheless, there is much wisdom and insight in these pages for
the patient reader.
Nijay K. Gupta
Durham University
Durham, England, UK

The Anchor Yale Bible. Edited by William Foxwell Albright, David Noel Freedman, and John J. Collins.
84 vols. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1964– . 44,123 pp. (not including front matter).
1 CD-ROM. $2,995.95. http://www.logos.com/AnchorYaleBible
The Anchor Yale Bible (henceforth AYB) is a massive and mixed commentary
series covering most of the OT (50 vols.), NT (26 vols.), and Apocrypha
(8 vols.). The commentaries include introductions, original translations,
historical and literary criticism, outlines, verse-by-verse comments, maps and
illustrations, and bibliographies. The AYB is international and ecumenical,
authored by Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish scholars. Its current general editor,
John J. Collins, explains, “The project is not sponsored by any ecclesiastical
organization and is not intended to reflect any particular theological doctrine. . . . It aims to present the
best contemporary scholarship in a way that is accessible not only to scholars but also to the educated
nonspecialist.” Further, it gleans “insights from modern methods, such as sociological and literary
criticism.”
These guidelines explain why many contributors employ critical tools in a way that evangelicals
do not and even deny Bible doctrines that are essential to the Christian faith. So in this sense, the
AYB is a mixed series that is not nearly as trustworthy as series such as the Pillar NT Commentary,
Baker Exegetical Commentary on the NT, and New International Commentary on the OT and NT.
Further, the AYB volumes are often not “accessible . . . to the educated nonspecialist” but are of use to
scholars and virtually no one else. Some AYB volumes offer disappointingly sparse exegesis (e.g., Louis
F. Hartman and Alexander A. Di Lella on Daniel, W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann on Matthew), reject the
unity of the book on which they comment (e.g., Ephraim A. Speiser on Genesis, William H. C. Propp’s
two volumes on Exodus, Joseph Blenkinsopp’s three volumes on Isaiah; Josephine Massynberde Ford on
Revelation), or are beyond methodological controls (e.g., Mitchell Dahood’s three volumes on Psalms,
Jerome H. Neyrey on 2 Peter and Jude).
On the other hand, some of the AYB volumes make outstanding scholarly contributions in linguistics
and historical-grammatical exegesis (e.g., Jacob Milgrom’s three volumes on Leviticus, Marvin H. Pope
on Song of Songs, Jack R. Lundbom’s three volumes on Jeremiah, Paul R. Raabe on Obadiah, Francis I.
Andersen and David Noel Freedman on Micah, Raymond E. Brown’s two volumes on John, and Joseph
A. Fitzmyer on Luke, Acts, Romans, 1 Corinthians, and Philemon). In general, the AYB’s strengths
include scholarly exegesis and bibliographies, and its weaknesses include its liberal use of historical and
literary criticism and a lack of biblical- and systematic-theological synthesis. Although the AYB is not
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the first place evangelical pastors should turn for sermon preparation, it is a useful resource for biblical
scholars.
Defending the scholarly value of the AYB is not difficult, but the question in the minds of most
readers is probably “But is it worth $3,000?” That is an average of $35.67 for each volume. It would cost
about $3,350 to buy each of the eighty-four print volumes on Amazon.com (computed on May 28, 2009),
and Yale University Press offers them in bundles for $2,660 ($1,600 for the OT, $830 for the NT, and $230
for the Apocrypha). Nevertheless, I am persuaded that owning the AYB in the Libronix Digital Library
System (owned by Logos Research Systems, Inc., the makers of Logos Bible Software) is far superior to
owning print copies and that the price is reasonable. I have made a case elsewhere for using electronic
commentaries in Libronix: “Review of Scholar’s Library: Gold, Version 3, by Logos Bible Software,”
Detroit Baptist Seminary Journal 11 (2006): 151–60; and “PNTC, BECNT, and NIGTC: Three New
Testament Commentary Series Available Electronically in Libronix,” Detroit Baptist Seminary Journal
12 (2007): 81–99. In short, using electronic commentaries in Libronix is more efficient than using print
commentaries for two primary reasons: searchability and versatility. (1) Commentaries in Libronix have
multiple searching capabilities that far exceed print commentaries in both speed and thoroughness,
and (2) commentaries in Libronix are superior to print commentaries with reference to accessibility,
readability, marking, copying and pasting, saving, and linking. Yale University Press and Logos Bible
Software have done Bible students a great service by making the AYB available electronically.
Andrew David Naselli
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
Deerfield, Illinois, USA

Craig L. Blomberg and Mariam J. Kamell. James. Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New
Testament. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2008.
This commentary on the Epistle of James serves as the inaugural volume in
the brand new Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament
(ZECNT) series. Rather than add to the proliferation of critical commentary
series on the market, the editors of this series have chosen to target an
audience who has a working knowledge of Koine Greek and are interested
in exegetical questions that go beyond the limits of traditional English
language commentaries. However, they also want to ensure that the ZECNT
commentaries do not lose sight of the literary-theological forest for the
exegetical trees. Thus, for each pericope, the commentaries will include a
section on the literary context, the main idea of the passage, a translation and
graphical layout of the pericope, the structure, an exegetical outline, and a more detailed examination of
the grammar, syntax, and exegetical issues within the passage. In addition, the editors are interested in
putting the exegetical process to work on behalf of a theology that addresses the crucial questions and
needs of the Church. As such, the discussion of each unit of text ends with “Theology in Application” in
which the practical theological implications from the pericope are explored for the life of the Church.
In light of these impressive and laudable ambitions, we may ask how does this volume on James
fare when weighed against the goals for the series? It appears that Blomberg and Kamell have done an
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